
Gemini ~ Mercury ~ 3rd House 

Never mistake knowledge for wisdom. 
One helps you make a living; 

the other helps you make a life! 
~ Sandra Carey ~ 

Gemini Represents:  
   
•The value of communication 
•Consistent exchange of information 
•All forms of communication 
•Writing 
•Speaking 
•Listening 
•Voice 
•Mental activity 
•How we think and express ourselves 
•Power in the spoken word 
•Quick wit 
•Tact 
•Learning 
•Logic 
•Cleverness 
•Ingenuity 
•Quick thinking 
•Curiosity 
•Information (versus wisdom) 
•Social ease 
•Variety 
•Brothers, sisters, neighbors, school  
     mates, roommates 
   

Body:     
   
•Lungs 
•Breathing  
•Arms 
•Hands  
•Wrists 
•Shoulders 
•Nervous System 
•Allergies  

Gemini Challenges:  
        
•Bad communication & not valuing others input can result in problems w/lungs,  
     nervous system, hands, arms & shoulders 
•Lungs represent the ability to take in life 
•Problems with the lungs represent depression, grief, fear of taking in life, and/or 
     not feeling worthy of living life fully 
•Your nervous system is your body's communication system 
•Problems represent self-centeredness, jamming the channels of communication, 
     fear, anxiety, struggle, rushing, and/or not trusting the process of life 
•Hands represent holding, clutching, gripping, grasping, letting go, caressing, 
     pinching, all ways of dealing with experiences 
•Arms represent the capacity and ability to hold the experiences of life 
•Shoulders represent o ur ability to carry out experiences in life joyously 
•We make life a burden by our attitude 
     

Gemini Highlights: 
      
•This is the best time to read, write, talk and listen. 
•Share any valuable information you come across. 
•Stay in the flow, allow a detached exchange. 
•Time for socializing and catching up with people you  
     haven't seen or spoken to in a while. 
•Time to open the lines of communication between you 
     and your Higher Self and/or God. 
•Think strategically & expand your realm of perception. 
•Create new & different ways of accomplishing goals.  
•Sudden clarity or insights come to you at this time. 
•Avoid "over-thinking".  Over-analyzing, could create 
     more confusion than clarity.  
•Welcome change.  
•Open yourself up, ask for guidance, listen, pay  
     attention, the Universe may be guiding you 
     in a new direction. 



     Gemini is the energy of a consistent exchange of information. So the best way to use this is to read, 
write, talk and listen. Pass on any valuable information you come across. It keeps you in the flow.  And 
where others will be the channels to bring forth necessary information for you, you will be the channel for 
others as well. This is a good time for socializing and catching up with people you haven't seen or spoken 
to in a while. Or another thing to do is simply open the lines of communication between you and your 
Higher Self and/or God. 
      This is also a good time to think strategically and create new and different ways of accomplishing your 
goals. This is when you'll have a sudden clarity or insight as to how to proceed. Follow your instincts. Even 
if they don't lead where you thought they would, they should lead to additional information to help you in 
your journey. Try to avoid "over-thinking" too. This is the time where your first instinct is usually correct. 
Over-analyzing, could create more confusion than clarity. 
      There are other elements at work this month as well. It may be time to start thinking & communicating 
in a whole new way. Most of us resist change at its onset. But try to get used to the idea that the old ways 
of thinking & doing will no longer work during this time in our lives. Open yourself up, ask for guidance, 
listen, pay attention - the Universe is trying to lead you in a new direction.  
     Overall, this is a good time to ~ Be flexible ~ Be spontaneous! Speak your mind! Ask for feedback.    
Present your ideas to those in a position to actually do something to help you accomplish them. And don't 
forget to try something new - even if it's just a new way of doing an old thing. 


